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What’s my point?
•We talk about reproducibility
•Progress and precedent
•But still a long way to go.
•There’s something in the way:
•Cost (not monetary)
•Authors are unfairly burdened



What’s my point?
•Assess costs w/ open eyes and mind

•Let’s find a fair way to share costs

•Or, we can keep talking about 
reproducibility just like we talk 
about global warming, reducing air 
pollution, protecting wildlife, 
preserving rain forests, ...

Nature of modern scholarship forces the issue
•We come here to publish and share our research results

•from Latin publicare “make public,” from publicus
•10 page PDF + suppl. materials (static, archived)
•Except for theory/model papers, we don’t have solely hand-

drawn figures: claims supported by computational results
•“An article about computational science in a scientific publication is not the 

scholarship itself, it is merely advertising of the scholarship. The actual 
scholarship is the complete software development environment and the complete 
set of instructions which generated the figures.”  --David Donoho on WaveLab

•To actually transmit the ideas and results of visualization 
research, we must “make public” something beyond a static 10 
page PDF w/ supplementary materials

•Within Visualization: reviewers (correctly) criticize insufficient 
comparison with previous methods

•Doing that well requires access to other’s implementations



High or unfair costs on authors
• (before publication) Reimplement all previous methods 

for meaningful comparison (beyond lit. review)
• Also pay interest: shifting technology (e.g. GPUs), increasing software 

+ algorithmic complexity
From presentation of: G Kindlmann, R Whitaker, T 
Tasdizen, T Möller. “Curvature-Based Transfer 
Functions for Direct Volume Rendering: Methods and 
Applications” Proc. 14th IEEE Visualization 2003, pp 
513–520
Figures still reproducible w/ Teem http://teem.sf.net

• (after publication) Release, maintain, document, support software
• Publish and archive (or even update) reproducibility information 

More costs and risks
•For authors:

•Not getting acknowledged when 
software is used (c.f. citation)

•Scooped on own future work
•For Research Community:

•Loss of credibility and impact
•Incredible diversity of methods, 
applications, and platforms: no 
single solution for everyone 



Amongst which players can costs be shared fairly?

• Author
• Author’s advisor
• Author’s institution and its support staff

• (Institutions vary widely in this capacity!)
• Research (sub)community
• Reviewers

• SIGMOD Reproducibility Panel
• VisWeek
• IEEE TVCG

Essential complicating tensions
•Self-contained ↔ Status update on long-running systems
•Use page budget on technical/implementation detail                 
↔ on documenting thought process and intellectual path

•Basic ideas (longevity) ↔ hardware-dependent (cutting-edge)
•Reproduce right now (SIGMOD)                                                    
↔ Reproduce now, and in 10 years, 20 years, etc.

•Reproducibility for whom? Nearest academic peers in same 
area (with access to same kinds of resources)                                    
↔ non-academic citizen scientists (w/out same resources)

•Last-minute hacking prior to deadline (more like biologists) 
↔ steady application of good software engineering

•Basic methods independent of specific datasets                   
↔ requiring data as much as code (but data is capital)



Will happen at the decade time-scale
•NSF and NIH have long encouraged sharing

•2011: NSF Data Management Plan
•1980 Bayh-Dole → Tech-Transfer Offices

•Grasped open source licensing within last decade
•Journal of the American Statistical Association (JASA)       

(from Victoria Stodden http://www.stanford.edu/~vcs/talks/RRJuly152011-STODDEN.pdf)

•articles using computation: 1996 <50% → 2011  100%
•articles w/ code available:  1996   0%    → 2011  21%

•“Visualization + Info Vis” → “Visualization + Info Vis + VAST” 
→ “SciVis + InfoVis + VAST + LDAV + BioVis @VisWeek”

•World is changing, and moving towards reproducibility.
•We are changing.  Let’s move towards reproducibility.

How VisWeek requests reproducibility
•http://visweek.org/visweek/2012/info/call-participation/paper-submission-guidelines

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL AND FORMATTING GUIDELINES
... Submission of code or other supplemental material in order to increase the reproducibility of the 
work is also encouraged. Those submitting to the conference are urged to make available salient 
parameter settings of pertinent algorithms and ideally obtain results using open source data. In case 
specific data sets are employed, we ask that a version of these be made available where possible.



Resources 
•http://www.stodden.net/AMP2011/

•Reproducible Research: Tools and Strategies for Scientific Computing; A workshop in association with 
Applied Mathematics Perspectives 2011, University of British Columbia, July 13-16, 2011, e.g. http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDOFjGsokxw&feature=relmfu with PDF of slides at http://
www.stanford.edu/~vcs/talks/RRJuly152011-STODDEN.pdf

•http://www.stanford.edu/~vcs/AAAS2011/
•The Digitization of Science: Reproducibility and Interdisciplinary Knowledge Transfer; A symposium at 

the AAAS Annual Meeting at the Washington Convention Center, Washington, DC, Feb 19, 2011
•http://www.eurorvvv.org

•EuroRVVV: EuroVis 2012 Workshop on Reproducibility, Verification, 
and Validation in Visualization (Paul Rosenthal, Britta Weber)

•http://www.reproducibleresearch.net/blog/
•Reproducible Research web page, links to scientific fraud examples

•http://www.executablepapers.com/index.html
•The Executable Paper Grand Challenge from Elsevier

•http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~donoho/Reports/2008/15YrsReproResch-20080426.pdf
•Donoho et al: 15 Years of Reproducible Research in Computational Harmonic Analysis (2008)

•http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~wavelab/Wavelab_850/wavelab.pdf
•Buckheit and Donoho: WaveLab and Reproducible Research (1998)

(who’s going to manage a 
living version of this for Vis?)

My point, again
Sure, let’s keep talking about reproducibility, but

Let’s find fair ways of sharing its costs, and then

Let’s walk our talk!
 Acknowledgements: Discussions with you at VisWeek 2012 
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